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E.E. Cummings is best known for his modernist experiments in traditional poetics, such as with capitalization and typography. But even more
radically experimental is Cummings' subtle but unmistakable juxtaposition
oflarge and small in his poetry, in which the latter is equal to or more valuable than the former, as in the comparison in his famous line "i am a little
church(no great cathedral)" (CP 749). Such reversals of accepted ideas and
forms suggest a surprisingly political project, in which binaries like large
and small cease to exist in hierarchical relationships and a rare form of
equality is achieved through language. To read aesthetic choices such as
these politically is to acknowledge Modernism as both an artistic and social
movement. The modernist revolution in aesthetics lends itself to political
criticism as artists like Cummings, through varied and sometimes oppositional strategies, heralded art not as a refuge from, but as an answer to, the
most difficult problems of the modem world.
Widespread modernist revolutions in aesthetics, including the Modernists' pervasive tendency to work with long poems and epics, have been well
analyzed in literary criticism for their connections to politics-in part because large-scale poetry often participates in a political and public realm of
action from which the small-scale tends to be excluded. Published within
three years of each other, Margaret Dickie's On the Modernist Long Poem
and Jeffrey Walker's Bardic Ethos and the American Epic Poem locate
large-scale works in the civic sphere of government, economics, and ethjcs.
fn contrast, little framework exists to analyze the nature of brevity in
American poems of the period, particularly from a political perspective and
outside of the lyric tradition of Imagism popularized by Ezra Pound. As
Sara Blair observes in her study on the connection between Pound's and
Eliot's aesthetics and Fascism, "Anglo-American Modernism, with its embrace of ideals of cultural unity and orgarucism, hierarchy, and social order,
is only one of many Modernisms" (162)-one, in fact, that Cummings often resists and subverts in hls own poetry. Blair further asks a pivotal question, "How does aesthetic activity categorized as modernist stand in relation to forms of power?" (162). In these ways, Blair's study helps open a
space for poets like Cummings, whose poetic projects differ both aesthetically and politically from Pound's and Eliot's own ventures.
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What I am calling the American small-scale refers to a short poem with
short lines that also evinces identifiable aesthetic practices that can be read
as political responses to large-scale ideologies . Despite some critical reticence to center Cummings' aesthetics in a tradition of political reading ,
Cummings ' use of the small-scale in his poetry resists all forms of totalities
as teleological systems built on hierarchies designed to amass power ; consequently , Cummings refuses to accept the interlocking ideologies of expansion and exploitation that result in imperialism and war. Further , his
small-scale aesthetic resistance attempts to destabilize any sense of stifling
centrality, completeness, or closure found not only in organized political or
social systems , but also within language itself. Cummings ' experimentation
with subverting linguistic hierarchies of titles, capital letters , grammar, and
form move toward a theory of egalitarianism in which all parts , words , and
even letters, are freed from their traditional roles and limits.
Cummings' deliberate choice of a small scale participates in the political spirit of counter-culture that sparked the modernist desire to overturn
previously held ideas and beliefs. This revolutionary consciousness created
a climate ripe for a change in values , such as a valorization of the small. In
the realm of science, developments in the study of germs , cells , atoms , and
even phonology near the tum of the century helped to reconceptualize the
small as a powerful and important building block . Indeed , the idea of smallness seems to have been like a seed burgeoning in the varied movements
that would become part of Modernism . An indicator of this significant shift
in the literary world was the publication in 1914 of Pound ' s Des lmagist es,
which reacted to the excesses of Romantic poetry with the pared down
techniques of Irnagism, though Pound and others would soon abandon these
methods in favor of more large-scale projects. Simultaneously in the world
of art, the 1913 Armory Show in New York City introduced America to
Cubism, which Cummings practiced as a visual artist. Cubism ' s influence
is evident in Cummings ' poetry as he sought to break down the large-scale
into various smaller parts that could be rearranged to create new meanings .
In keeping with a small-scale philosophy , Cummings ' poems are devoted not to heroes or even antiheroes as in modernist epics , but to small
objects or subjects perceived as objects , as in the natural world , thereby
centralizing in his work what is often marginalized . In "sonnet entitled how
to run the world," for example , Cummings writes of death by running an
incomplete acrostic together only to end with the fragile image of "children
building this rainman out of snow" (CP 390). As these lines indicate , Cum-
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mings does not avoid large-scale ideas or topics; rather, when he confronts
them in poetry, he purposefully draws down the scale to shift power toward
the small. Indeed, Cummings' works abound with tiny subject matter, including pronouns , stray punctuation marks , small voices, short questions,
tiny toys, and diminutive creatures, as well as a penchant for the adjective
"little." In his poetic sequence "Chansons lnnocentes," for instance, "little"
is the primary repeated descriptor for each small subject, occurring 14
times (CP 27-31).
Cummings' commitment to the small, however, goes beyond intense
interest to both aesthetic and political strategies to capsize the binary of
large and small that is plagued by divisive connotations. Conventionally,
the small has been read as weak, personal , and inconsequential when compared to the large, often viewed as powerful, public, and important. In On
Longing: Narratives of the Miniature, the Gigantic, the Souvenir, the Collection, Susan Stewart summarizes these traditional conceptions based on
size in the literary world: the miniature is employed "as a metaphor for the
interior space and time of the bourgeois subject" while the gigantic is used
"as a metaphor for the abstract authority of the state and the collective , public life" (xii). Gaston Bachelard makes a similar argument in psychoanalytic terms in The Poetics of Space, in which the miniature is related to
the absurd and fantastical, while immensity is linked with grandeur . Both
the very small and very large seem as if they could fall into the description
of the miniature , but Bachelard eventually turns absurdity into a positive
form of freedom. Clearly such conceptions of the small and large also inform the tendency in American modernist poetry to read large-scale works
such as The Cantos or The Waste Land as political and public. Further, because binaries force an evaluative comparison between terms in which one
supersedes the other, the primary theoretical connotations for small and
large tend to value the latter over the former .
Consequently, Cummings attempts to dismantle the hierarchy of binaries by reclaiming traditionally devalued terms. In The Space of Literature,
Maurice Blanchot argues that the nature of everything , including the image,
the body, and even the text itself, is to disappear. In the same vein as Blanchot, Stewart posits that the body is the measuring stick by which small and
large are defined ; her emphasis on the body mirrors Blanchot ' s focus on
death as a form of erasure and his characterization of the image as a cadaver. In these terms , at the center ofthe image is the body turned cadaver ,
or the subject become object within art. At a philosophic level, perhaps the
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dismissal of smallness in the binary stems from a fear of impermanence, as
a small entity seems less moored to this world and already receding into the
unknown . The connotation of marginalization to the point of extinction
provides an impetus for Cummings to reclaim the small. As Cummings
boldly states in his poem about the little church, "- i do not worry if briefer
days grow briefest " (CP 749) . Likewise , the poet ' s choice to turn small
objects into subjects reflects an awareness of a similar fear that regulates
the subject-object binary : if a subject is always-already at risk of losing its
ontological status , then an object , which has none , evokes the very process
of atrophy that the subject fears . By choosing subjects that are both small
and objects , Cummings destabilizes the value system of the binary at its
theoretic roots and thereby seeks to render it powerless .
Cummings ' close attention to his small subjects is mirrored in his aesthetic techniques to disclose the difficulties , as well as the possibilities , of
representation in the medium of language , thereby exploring further the
divide between subject and object. In his short poems , Cummings offers
only glimpses of small subjects , rather than trying to compose a large or
complete picture . Cummings' art attempts not only to acknowledge the
three-dimensionality of these subjects , but also to recreate it even as the
subjects become the objects of the poems and of language . [n his ecocritical
article on boundaries in Cummings ' work , Etienne Terblanche explains
Cummings' desire for "a third dimension or voice beyond static , twodimensional oppositionality . .. which could embrace spatial notions such
as here and there , inside and outside " (10) . Indeed , Cummings writes on a
small-scale in order to traverse boundaries and binaries , such as those between world and page. At the end of "mouse)Won " in No Thanks, for example, Cummings writes as he buries a tiny mouse in an opening leaf :
thenlike?now
Disappears
some
thing(silent:
madeofimagination
;the incredible soft)ness
(his ears(eyes

(CP 397)

Here, Cummings follows the movement of his shrouded subject through
short lines that create a fragmentation that approaches, but ultimately re-
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leases, the small subject. Cummings' incomplete, fragmented images seem
to move between the realm of the page and the outside world, referencing
multiple states through presence and absence. The poet reminds us subtlywhether through shifts in space, time, or between potential vantage pointsthat the object of the poem also exists outside of language as subject. Here,
he notably chooses a subject often treated as an expendable object to humans, but in his poetry the animal becomes part of the art of the page that
negotiates between worlds like large and small, human and nature.
In dismantling the binary model that creates the divide between small
and large, Cummings experiments in simultaneity as he holds together multiple worlds without forcing a collapse. The aesthetic strategies for such a
venture necessarily are both linguistic and visual as they illustrate the ways
in which language underpins the construction of the subject in the poem,
and indeed the poem itself as an artistic object, as when Cummings portrays the mouse's eyes and ears formed by parentheses. Moreover, Cummings evokes a sense of incompleteness and fragmentation that values plurality over unity. By choosing a small-scale, Cummings manages to maintain a sense of connection even in fragmentation. As John Logan asserts,
"Cummings treats words as though they were objects" (262). Moving
words as if they are pieces in a collage shows a heightened sense of spatiality that fuels the poet's desire to engage the seeming limitations of the page
to find new ways to create small-scale art. Cummings' word-objects are
never wholly integrated into a congruent whole, but rather, like his small
subjects, retain individuality.

Just as Cummings reverses traditional expectations to privilege smallness and uses fragmentation to make connections, he allows his short poems to create, rather than limit, multiple possibilities to break the boundaries of the binary model. In achieving such feats, Cummings parses language and grammar and experiments with unconventional typography. He
finds new possibilities of meaning in unexpected pairings that result from a
breakdown of conventions as he turns a microscopic lens to the space of
language and the page to show rather than explain ideas. Almost all of
Cummings' poems are without titles and numbered within each collection
of poems, thus avoiding the hierarchy of titles. His later collections are, in
fact, named only for the number of poems they contain. In the famous
poem "l(a" of 95 Poems, Cummings takes a single moment and reflects its
simple action on paper: he interrupts the word "loneliness" with the parenthetical phrase "a leaf falls" so that we first catch sight of the word "one"
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within "loneliness" (CP 673). By unveiling a word within a word, Cummings undoes traditional reading practices and grammatical

notions of

meaning. He further shows us a pictorial representation of the leaf falling in
various stages as fragmented letters and signs. Likewise, his emphasis on
the parenthetical phrase again indicates a desire to make space for the marginalized. His arrangement shows unexpected connections at nearly the
smallest level of language, phonemes; for example, we see the similarities
between "la" and "le," "af' and "fa," though they are from different words.
By breaking down language's traditional power as a totalizing system,
Cummings merges two seemingly different things without destroying either; consequently, he finds new ways to use language on the small-scale.
Further, somewhat contrary to Blanchot's theory of the small that seems to
disappear, Cummings finds not fear, but freedom in hidden subjects, omitted lines, and linguistic fragments, in part because he manages to create
multiples out of any material.
In "dim" from the same collection, Cummings continues his concentration on a singular, seemingly unimportant moment in time in a breakdown
that is as much artistic as linguistic:
dim
nu
tiv
e this park is e
mpty( everyb
ody's elsewher
e except me 6 e
ngl ish sparrow
s) a
utumn & t
he rai
n

th
e
raintherain

40

(CP 696)
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As in the word loneliness, we find words within words that show a characteristic reversal: that the sum of parts is actually more than the whole . In
the word diminutive, for example, we also find hints of the words dim, I,
and new. Next , the second stanza is framed by e's in all four comers to emphasize its interiority. Cummings' arrangement links "me " and "6 english
sparrows" to illustrate that the park is not really empty: in addition to the
birds and the persona , autumn and the endless rain are present. Like the leaf
falling, the rain too falls in letters, thereby connecting subject and medium.
Cummings makes three variations on "the rain" and in one case omits the
"the" so that no single perception stands. The rain cannot be pinned down
in language; it manages to escape meaning. As he writes in "Beautiful"
from the same collection: "Beautiful // is the / unmea / ning I of ... I fal / /
ling" (CP 713). By scattering language across the page in a defiance of its
conventions, Cummings finds new small subjects and is free to follow their
progression through time and space on the page.
Cummings often uses birds in bis poems as subjects, in part because
their flight represents the way he casts words, as if winged, onto the space
of the page. In poem 48 of 73 Poems, for example, each of the letters in the
word thrushes is separated by a punctuation mark which gives the appearance of birds perched in a row: "t,h;r:u;s,h;e:s." (CP 820). In the same
poem, he switches the subject from the thrushes to something even smaller:
the word "it" which is derived from his poetic breakdown of a phrase in
parentheses: not quietness. The poem ends, "dre(is)ams / a / the / o / / f
moon" so that everything begins to multiply: the verb becomes at least
three forms, "dreams," "is," and "am" and the moon (another favorite subject of Cummings) too receives three possibilities for its tiny descriptor,
"a," "the," or "of," thereby creating exponential combinations (CP 820). By
refusing to pinion any piece of the poem into a fixed state, its many tiny
parts are freed from the limits of the binary model and instead move between multiple meanings.
Rather than show again a single moment fractured into components of a
complete phrase or sentence, in poem "the(oo)is" of 95 Poems, Cummings
experiments with tense and capitalization, drawing attention to the smallness of letters in an incoherent strand, that echoes Bachelard's belief in
finding freedom in what seems like absurdity:
the(oo)is
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100k
(aliv
e)e
yes
are( ch1ld)and
wh(g
0

ne)
0

w(A)a(M)s

(CP 740)

Meaning here splinters across the page as readers search for it. At an artistic level, the poem creates multiple images of eyes , like the leaf or the rain ,
but some are less obvious: "are(chlld)and ," as well as the two " stanzas "
bifurcated by the center line that resembles eyes separated by a nose, as can
"o I ne) / o," "(A)a(M)," or "<• ei"in lines three and four. The poem , in fact,
asks us to look for eyes, which reflects Cummings' own multiple perspectives: he sees his subjects and language from different vantage points without settling on one or combining them into a penetrating stare. He prefers to
peer in on slightly hidden subjects. In this poem the identity of the child ,
the "I" centered in the word , is obscured as both past and present are woven
together in "was" and "AM ." The looks lead us there , but the additional
connotations of uncertainty in the use of "gone" and "who" show that
meaning and identity are not fixed, but constantly in flux . The child is not
centralized here as the subject, but rather moves between worlds : literally
between childhood and adulthood or small and large . Cummings often
writes of children , like birds , as small subjects , because of their in-between
status. In i: six nonlectures he even describes his childlike self as an
"enormous smallness" (32). Continuing his emphasis on the visual and
multiplicity , he also frequently emphasizes children's eyes , as in "this little
huge / -eyed per- / son" (CP 739) which again combines small and large or
the " little i / (five or six years old) / peering" caught between stanzas and
time as day becomes night (CP 824). By concentrating on the moments
when divisions are crossed and thereby eroded, Cummings refuses to participate in an either-or mentality that limits multiplicity .
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In Cummings' collection 73 Poems (shorter still) many of the poems
are brief and exhibit a breakdown of the rules, time, and space that regulate
binary divisions. 95 Poems and 73 Poems are distinct in Cummings' oeuvre
because he does not use word titles or roman numerals in sequences or as
titles broken into additional numerical sequences; further, the numbers stop
short of any closure or significance that might be interpreted in 100, for
example. The third poem in 73 Poems offers some advice to Cummings'
readers:
seeker of truth
follow no path
all paths lead where
truth is here

(CP 775)

Cummings is able to get across the idea that "all paths lead where truth is,
here" without having to separate the part he wants to emphasize, "truth is
here." He achieves a doubling through nearly all one-syllable pairings that
function almost like rhymes: truth-truth , path-paths, all-no, follow-lead, and
where-here. ln this small poem, a stable whole almost exists in the box-like
construction, but each of Cummings' lines becomes a wandering path between worlds that cannot be so easily contained; hence, "no path" and "all
paths" are made equal and exchangeable as possibilities . The irony of the
poem's statement is that meaning can be difficult to discern in Cummings'
poems. Recognizing this, the poet sometimes leads readers through linguistic mazes with false starts and stops to remind us that meaning can become
meaninglessness, a state in which Cummings (like Bachelard) finds a great
sense of freedom.
The small-scale aesthetics of Cummings that engender connection, plurality, equality, and freedom within language are artistic techniques that
create beautiful, momentary images like the falling leaf, but these choices
also carry the weight of the poet's political beliefs. Cummings' theoretical
writings likewise operate on the small scale. 1n the potentially large-scale
position of authority as the writer / speaker, he is careful to foreground his
beliefs in the personal, just as he calls attention to the individual identities
of the small subjects in his poems. Even in his own "apolitical" writings,
such as i: six non/ectures, a strong undercurrent of political unrest exists
that informs his small-scale aesthetic. For Cummings , art is the only way to
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resist the large-scale ideologies that create the established social system, as
when he claims , "An artist . .. [is not] dedicated to the proposition that
massacre is a social virtue because murder is an individual vice " (69).
Here, withdrawal becomes a form of resistance , and Cummings goes one
step further in identifying art as a tool by which such a resistance can be
accomplished . Consequently, in his poems Cummings seeks to free even
the smallest members of language , such as letters and punctuation marks ,
and to endow them with individuality and subjecthood that allow them to
stand outside of the established system.
Likewise, Cummings claims in the Foreword to is 5 that an "ineluctable
preoccupation with The Verb gives a poet one priceless advantage: whereas
nonmakers must content themselves with the merely undeniable fact that
two times two is four , he rejoices in a purely irresistible truth " (CP 221 ; six
64). In contrast to the Platonic model, Cummings shows that art has the
power to make and remake the world just as Cummings does in his poetry
through linguistic multiplication . lt is possible that by quoting this earlier
statement from is 5, Cummings refers also to the scene in George Orwell ' s

1984 (first published in 1949, only three years before the nonlectures), in
which Wilson is being tortured to answer the question of two plus two incorrectly (Orwell 206). Cummings may imply that the ability to change the
expected answer should not come about through the state (as in the novel),
but through the individual : the poet through art. 1
Indeed , Cummings ' life and work reveal a vehement resistance to the
power of the state and passionate advocacy for the freedom of the individual. In the opening lines of his pacifist poem , Cummings proclaims " i sing
of Olaf glad and big / whose warmest heart recoiled at war: / a conscientious object -or" (CP 340) . In the opening line, Cummings imitates Walt
Whitman ' s nationalist American poetry , but in keeping with a small-scale,
quickly draws "warmest" and "war" into a linguistic comparison that allows them to exist nearly equally at a conceptual level. He subtly "recoils "
the word object from objector at the line break, not only to make the
rhyme , but also to illustrate how a man becomes an object of war. In this
poem , large-scale concepts like nationalism and war are trumped by the
seemingly small subject of Olafs warm heart. In "playing " with the binary
in nearly Derridean terms , Cummings allows Olaf (the small-scale individual described as "big") to supersede the large-scale subject of war that
would otherwise overshadow him. The pacifist stance in " i sing of Olaf
glad and big" develops from Cummings' own experiences in World War I
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that he chronicled in The Enormous Room, first published in 1922. In the
book, Cummings describes his imprisonment in his first cell, "sixteen feet
short and four feet narrow" (16), with a purposefully startling Joie de vivre
in order to challenge the same binaries of small and large, individual and
state, that inform his poetic project. In highly poetic prose, he illustrates (as
the title of the novel indicates) that the individual, especially the human
imagination and mind, cannot be contained or limited by the state. While it
may seem antithetical to individualism, after his service in the war, Cummings briefly espoused Communism, but renounced it after a trip to the
USSR in 1931. Cummings' interest in Communism, however, stemmed, in
part, from its theoretical breakdown of hierarchies- which is precisely the
project of his poetry.
A study of the small-scale provides a lens through which the aesthetic
choices of E. E. Cummings can be viewed as part of a political discourse
that is generally limited to the large-scale in American Modernism.
Through this lens, we find in Cummings' work the revolutionary power of
smallness that leads the poet to subvert traditional ways of understanding
language to unite seeming opposites, such as smallness and multiplicity,
individuality and plurality, fragmentation and connection. His many short
poems and writing on poetry stand in sharp contrast to the epics and manifestos of the large-scale that dominate poetic history and Modernism's own
grand quest for artistic achievement. Moreover, his aesthetic commitment
to a deliberately small-scale stands amid the bloody social backdrop of
wars and conquests built on large-scale ideologies. Cummings rejects traditional forms of limitation, hierarchy, and hegemony by reshaping poetry
and language. This restructuring offers him not only a way to visualize subjects, but a means by which to resist the traditionally divisive values of
binaries. These choices help lay the groundwork for postrnodemism' s own
struggle to dismantle and transcend the binary completely. Finally, by paralleling the page to the world as a space in which the small subject can exist freely, the seemingly small poetic space opens out into other worldsand out of a difficult space to create worlds from words is the very project
of Cummings' poetry. As he writes in "swim so now million many worlds
in each" of Xaipe:
what silence?"

"Worlds? o no:i'm certain they're

(look again)flowers."
worlds close?"
Fall 2011
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as if worlds wanted us to understand
they'd never close(and open)ifthat fool
(CP 603)

called everyone(or you or i)were wise."

- Stetson University
kmondell @stetson.edu
Note

I Cummings satirized the slogan "2 + 2 = 5" before Orwell did . In EIMI,
on a visit to a Soviet prison , Cummings sees a poster with this slogan
and thinks: "(meaning? Meaning impossibly). Possibly meaning that
the 5 year plan will achieve itself in- " (154/150). Cummings takes
the thought further in a line from "Jehovah buried,Satan dead":
" Eternity's a Five-Year Plan" (CP 438). [Editor's note]
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